
02174:"really starting to dream of our dutch town of culemborg with its places and

also dreaming intensively about my small daughter getting also many movie inspired

dreams with sex and some violence but also some dreams inspired by all the time i

spent out in the landscape walking and kind forgetting about my mother's family

after having cut our relationship"

18142: "a month with possibly the most wind ever recorded as part of this project

with big storms coming one after the other and basically only a few days with

little wind with some of the carnival festivities canceled and myself trying to go

a little out with the kids not really liking the weather and with august staying

here longer with his flight being canceled due to the wind"

14149: "ideas recorded on my phone during the summer traveling back from sardinia

with still some ocean related images in mind and then working in the mountains

mostly focusing on the physical work but at last being blocked with the building

of my installation there and resuming more of my imagination getting also ideas

traveling down the mountains and staying at a camp south of garda lake"

01194: "a month spent entirely in the netherlands without a car and almost daily

taking care of my small kids including august coming over during the carnival

holiday and despite that also being able to work a lot on my project spending not

so much time outside due to the very hectic weather with no snow but many storms"

12192: "following daily the news and still finding much focus on the virus now

spreading  in  europe  mostly  through  italy  and  only  by  looking  at  severals

newspapers being able to find more non-virus related casualties particularly in

syria with the turkish intervention there"

15131: "a month with an incredible amount of wind cleaning the air but also

forcing me and the kids to only shortly go out and keeping it mostly at home

despite trying to a few times traveling to utrecht and amsterdam with also august

along and only then breathign some traffic but never too much even finding the

inner part of the city completely car free"

03133: "keeping home in holland with the kids and singing songs to them and

hearing  occasionally  myrthe  singing  songs  to  them  and  also  little  livia  now

herself singing and hearing songs at birthday parties and at myrthe's mother

retirement party before traveling alone to hamburg to meet a film director and

listening to many italian songs from my music compilations"

08121:  "improvising  a  fable  of  a  puffin  inspired  by  reading  of  an  icelandic

lighthouse  keeper  and  throughout  the  fable  turning  the  puffin  into  a  dragon

defeating all the human saint georges and once again dominating and punishing

humanity"

10147: "people met in our street in holland like our poor neighbour ada and a



psycho woman related to the former chilenean dictator and then going to venice to

refresh my apartment there meeting quite some beach sellers mostly from bangladesh

and getting to know some folk on the lido beach"

09124: "recording my thoughts consistently taking several walks with some decent

weather still with both my small kids to carry but managing to get them both

asleep in the stroller and managing to think further and elaborate the thoughts

coming to my head still fully accepting my decision to go fully anonymous enforced

by my reading of seneca and troubled by my friend davide insisting i should seek

popularity"

12194: "checking the news several times a day following the coronavirus outbreak

in europe causing a lot of deaths in italy but finding it hard to read about

anything else happening in the world having to consult different newspapers in

order to read about non virus related casualties still quite high in syria with

the war raging in the rebel held areas"

07200: "painting executed across a long period of time and without painting darker

colours at first and then lighter colours on top but just using the same light

colour twice keeping a rather simple shape still recalling the former paintings

with the round yellow and the blue drop"

04133: "a period feeling rather happy with august around but really unable to do

much activities because of the on-going bad weather affecting my mood and at last

just working hard on my project making some good days going out for walks with my

kids despite the coronavirus outbreak forcing us away from the public"

09125: "very prolific period recording my thoughts despite having to be mostly

with my kids pushing them on the stroller being forced to keep away from people

due to the coronavirus outbreak and also venturing to rotterdam for a potential

collaboration with the art academy there and roaming in the empty streets and on

an  abandoned  railway  finding  at  last  the  right  solitude  to  go  deeper  in  my

thoughts "

12194: "very hard to keep track of all the deaths caused by the coronavirus

outbreak in each country and no longer searching for the word kill but for the

word  death  and  getting  quite  some  results  from  many  different  international

newspapers but also consulting italian newspapers where the virus caused most

damage and also reading of other casualties but not so relevant now that the world

and mostly europe is put in a lockdown to avoid further spreading of the virus"

09126: "a period feeling a little lame with still bad weather and still unable to

fully walk and talk out my thoughts with proper reflection also with much wind

erasing my recordings and my kids at time wining in the background but mostly used

of it"


